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music cultural heritage art and craft
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Hiller used the Illiac to compose (1959)

Lejaren Hiller - Illiac Suite for String Quartet [1-4].mp4


Hiller at 

the Illiac



1960 university, cogn.psy. - 1961, a job! 

•teaching structured programming

•research on computer supported 

learning

•my first computer (9 h/week)



building Markov models of melodic styles of individual 

composers 

to find the differentiating characteristics that indicate 

personal style

first research project
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data



abacus, 1340 Italy



Robert Munafo’s slide rule (age 14)



Doug Engelbart, 1961



1970

minicomputers: 

• DEC’s PDP series, running UNIX
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psychologists got their 

own machines:

DEC PDP-11

Friden Flexowriter 

terminals

connected to schools 

through phone lines, 

with acoustical modem



1972 – humans, too,  

process information



UNIX 

“a convenient platform for programmers”



a private example:

Elly Lammers

employed for  administrative support to the         

computer group of the Psychological Lab at VUA

learned UNIX

designed and implemented her own tools:

• A team calendar for research projects

• A database for scientific literature with keyword and 

author search

UNIX 

“a convenient platform for programmers”



1981



1976   Apple 1



pointing

WYSIWYG

The PC

1981  Xerox Star



1984 Macintosh



1984 Commodore



European network in 1986

1987 email: 
utzoo!utgpu!water!watmath!clyde!rutgers!seismo!mcvax!botter!gerrit

remote login possible, 

UNIX file structures across machines



danzhu poster ECCE 2017.MTS
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as the people living in the culture will die, the artifacts are needed 

to keep the culture alive. 

they are inherited by new generations of members of the culture. 

since the artifacts get used, and transferred, they change, get worn 

out, acquire additional meaning and lose some “previous” meaning, 

and finally may get lost, or lose their original function and meaning. 

after that, these artifacts are no longer cultural heritage but just 

heritage, and at the same time the culture may be in immediate 

danger of dying. 



definition of culture – UNESCO:    

the integrated pattern of human knowledge, 

belief, and behavior that depends upon the 

capacity for learning and transmitting 

knowledge to succeeding generations

culture is Learning is Teaching:  

cultures are shared by a community that 

transfers the knowledge and behavior to new 

generations



cultural heritage as defined by UNESCO:

• Tangible cultural heritage: 

• movable cultural heritage (paintings, 

sculptures, coins, manuscripts)

• immovable cultural heritage (monuments, 

archaeological sites, and so on)

• underwater cultural heritage (shipwrecks, 

underwater ruins and cities)

• Intangible cultural heritage: oral traditions, 

performing arts, rituals



roles in relation cultural heritage:

Scholars: members of the community who are accepted to “know”, 

and who may, consequently, act as teacher, researcher, restorer, 

copyist, historian, documenter. Examples in the domain of music: 

composer, performer, maker or maintainer of instruments, recorder 

of performances;

Amateur: member of the community who participates in a meaning 

full way based on enough knowledge to experience the activities 

and to share the beliefs, and who aims at continuing to participate. 

Examples from the domain of music: people who choose the type 

of performance, the type of music played, the performers, they 

want to go to, who may keep souvenirs of events in the culture they 

want to remember.

In many cases these roles may be exchanged: a flute maker, may 

be happy to travel as an amateur to a performance where the 

artifact will be used by a performer.



In any type of culture as we define it, there may be people who do 

not (want to be) qualified as scholar or amateur. 

They may be labeled the “general public” – people who perceive 

a cultural event, performance, or an object of cultural heritage that 

they do not understand in relation to the use of artifacts, 

knowledge, beliefs, or behavior of the culture. 

For this type of audience, the perceived culture is strange, 

incomprehensible, or surprising. 
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Some examples we studied so far

• Folk costumes and the history of local dress habits 

• Folk music, including a collection of instruments, the history, 

maintenance, documentation, historic recordings, and teaching 

• An institute on the conservation & history of 35 mm celluloid movies 

• A collection of 17th – 19th century European Art Music Instruments 

• A Dutch museum of Natural History: 17th – 19th century agricultural 

specimen collected mainly in (former) Dutch territory and colonies 

• A Spanish museum of folk musical instruments around the world

• A collection of photographs related to the social history of Bilboa

• A series of ceramic murals along a Spanish highway

• A collection of Dutch radio plays

• A collection of archeological ceramics from the bask area

• A Catalan archeological site - Els Vilars

• Several cultures of folk dances, historic games, local traditions



Example 1



folk music institute and museum in the Bask area

















Example 2



large 4000+ private collection of musical instruments

























Example 3



university museum of (colonial) “natural” history

















Examples 4 & 5









Example 6

Teresa Consiglio



collection of 17-19th century musical instruments

























HardangerFiddle.MTS


Design example
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we teach

• computer Science graduates (Spain, Netherlands, China)

• designers / artists (Italy, China)

• museum professionals (Spain, Netherlands)



a “living” electronic learning environment









student schets for tablet application

Chinese diary for private tablet 



student analysis,

annually performed traditional play 





















student website sketch,

archeological ceramics



















another website sketch

Bilbao in the 60ˢ











student work examples

chair dance





































https://dantzan.eus/bideoak/eusko-ikusgayak-09-lekaroz-katadera-dantza-1923
















tablet application

historic dress prototype for historic society
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If the number of physical artifacts in a collection gets 

large, housekeeping is a problem. 

Objects 

• may be moved around, 

• be displayed temporarily at a foreign location, 

• made available for research or inspection elsewhere. 

However, once we connect them into an internet of 

things, solutions seem available



moving our things into the cloud
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available and need to be related to the knowledge. 

Intangible artifacts may be stored in the cloud to be available to 

support relevant stakeholder needs

The cloud and the internet of things may support locations for a 

knowledge resource as well as a knowledge storage (a source 

and sink) for information related to individual physical cultural 

heritage artifacts, whether these artifacts are movable or 

immovable.

Immovable landmarks may communicate with

wearable devices like smart phones or their future successors, if 

enabled to identify precise location of the wearer as well as 

viewing direction (e.g. to objects like a building or a sculpture).
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RFID based Identification and Authentication. 

RFID tags are available for this in a contactless and passive mode 

within a short range (current systems allow distances from 10 cm 

to 100 meter). 

These may be attached to the object in a way that is not 

immediately visible (even worked into textile fabrics etc). 

This allows to:

• identify an artifact when encountered; 

• authenticate the artifact or establish the status of copy or fake; 

• though forgeries might include cloning the RFID tag.



GPS Tracking

This will enable to locate an artifact within a 1 - 2-meter range 

almost everywhere on the globe, by retrieving them on any web-

connected device. 

It will work if the batteries are working, so some logistics need to 

be taken care of. 

This allows monitoring artifacts that are on the move, and 

retrieving lost or stolen artifacts. 

The latter functionality will only work if the thief is not aware of the 

GPS tracker, or fails in removing it.



QR code referencing to URL. 

QR codes can now be captured by wearable devices, and allow 

direct connection to web locations that provide access to 

multimedia information that is relevant and related to the artifact. 

In the same way, the code can provide access to comments to, 

and communication about, the artifact 

and allow uploading multimedia data that could be used to involve 

the audience in cultural events or allow them to enrich the 

connotations of the object.



My hope for the near future

We need  a simple way to combine 

(depending on what is needed):

• RFID tags, GPS tracking, QR codes

• attachable in an unobtrusive way

• to tangible cultural heritage artifacts
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